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GOLD

CMP:26898

Gold has strong supports around 27000-27100 levels.For intraweek gold below 27300 levels can be expected the
targets 26800,26600....Yes gold achived 26800 target for last week!!!!
FOE CURRENT WEEK IF GOLD DOESNT BREAK 26775 THEN we expect a bounce in gold till 27300-27400

SILVER

CMP: 41309

We are very bullish on silver for the target of 64000.Exact entry and timing please join our subscription.For intra
week silver will be bearish below 41800-41700 for the target of 40900-40800 Silver achived 41040 target for
last week .
IF 40700 NOT BROKEN SILVER WILL BE HEADED TOWARDS 43500....BE BEARISH ONLY IF SILVER TRADES BELOW
40700

COPPER

CMP:424.05

Copper has bearish view below 431-432 levels for the monthly target of 408-404.In intra week below 423 levels
copper can touch 414 levels. Be bullish IN COPPER ONLY ABOVE 433

NICKEL

CMP:1123.7

Nickel intraweek bearish view if it trades below 1115 for target of 1060 .Nickel will be bullish only if trades above
1150.....for target 1180 and 1225

NATURAL GAS

CMP:235.6

Natural gas has strong monthly support around 227-228 levels.Exactly last week natural gas took a turn from 228
For the day week be bearish only and only if natural gas trades below 227....else natural gas has upside target of
250

ZINC

CMP:139.15

Zinc has strong monthly support around 134-135 levels and can be expected to go 152-154 levels with a stoploss of
129......Be bullish in zinc !!!!!!!bearish only below 129!!

Lead

CMP: 129.6

Lead has bearish view below 133 levels for the target of 128.Lasr week exactly our target 128 was
achived....current week too lead if trades below 127.4 we expect it to come till 120-121

CRUDE OIL

CMP:5672

Crude has crucial monthly support around 5550-5500. If crude trades below 5500 bearishness can be expected and
could fall up to 5325-5370. IF CRUDE DOESNT BREAK 5500 THEN PULL BACK CAN BE EXPECTED UPTO
5900..intraweek bullish on copper if trades above 5710 for target 5900

